
Human Trafficking DOES NOT Increase During the Superbowl

Human Trafficking Increases During the Superbowl

SUPER BOWL FACTS
Sex and labor trafficking occur every day,
including around major sporting events.

Increased demand for temporary work  increases
the conditions that lead to labor exploitation.

Increase in demand was measured and confirmed
during the 2014 and 2015 Super Bowls demand,
corroborating trafficker testimonials.

The Super Bowl is more than just a game.

In 2020, the Super Bowl contributed to:

$572 million in
new spending

200,000
visitors

4,597 temporary
jobs created 

What Does the Data Say?
Human Trafficking and the Super Bowl

The Super Bowl, like other mass gatherings, is often
correlated with an increase in trafficking, due to the
tens of thousands of people it attracts to the area.

Every year headlines claim the Super Bowl, the
nation’s biggest sporting event, leads to an increase in
human trafficking in the game's host city. At the same
time, other headlines claim this is a sensationalized
myth, and no measurable increase in trafficking
activity occurs around major sporting events. 

But what does the data actually show? 

Data from previous Super Bowls shows the Super
Bowl does not result in a large increase of
permanent jobs, but plenty of temporary ones.

Opportunities requiring an influx of temporary
workers can increase trafficking as local labor
markets typically can’t meet the demand for
temporary work. 

Some years temporary worker agencies help fill
the hiring gaps, while host cities also rely heavily
on 10,000 or more volunteers.

Labor TraffickingSex Trafficking
A study including interviews with traffickers
found that demand could double around major
events, “Around big sporting events, [demand]
increased 100 percent. In D.C. around election
time, [demand increased] around 50 percent.”

Nationwide, there's consistently a spike of
reported incidents around January and February
(when the Super Bowl takes place). In January
2019, there were ~450 reported incidents, with a
jump to ~540 in February. It dropped to 140
incidents in March 2019.

At Every Super Bowl:
Major events and increased tourism create conditions for sex and labor trafficking. 

Traffickers
are arrested

Sex buyers
are arrested

Trafficking
victims are
recovered



To measure and assess demand for commercial sex leading up to the 2015 Super Bowl, researchers at
the university of Arizona posted decoy commercial sex ads, and compared the response to the same ad
posted at the same time a year before the Super Bowl. The two decoy ads were posted twice a day for
11 days and response from buyers wishing to purchase sex was measured.

2015 HOST: PHOENIX, ARIZONA

WHAT WE KNOW FROM PREVIOUS SUPER BOWL EVENTS

2016 HOST: SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA 2017 HOST: HOUSTON, TEXAS

2018 HOST: MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

~42 potential victims found in sex trafficking stings
Ads posted for commercial sex in Santa Clara in
Jan/Feb increased by 46% from the year before the
Super Bowl and decreased by 10% the year after
An estimated ~12,000 temporary jobs were filled

Over 200 buyers arrested week of the Super Bowl
Ads posted for commercial sex in Houston in
Jan/Feb decreased by 17.8% from the year
before the Super Bowl and decreased by 14% the
year after
~4,480 temporary jobs created

94 buyers arrested during week of the Super Bowl
28 victims identified (14 from out of state)

Ads posted in Minneapolis in Jan/Feb decreased by 17.3%
from 2017-2018, and increased 69.5% from 2018-2019. 
~5,490 temporary jobs created

Phoenix 2014-15: 22.1% increase in demand response

Collective Liberty analyzed advertisements for commercial sex in Super Bowl host cities over the last six
years from 2016 to 2021. We compared the quantity of ads by month and year to identify any trends, but the
data did not yield conclusive results about the effects of the Super Bowl on trafficking activity. 

For example, in Santa Clara, CA (2016) and Atlanta, GA (2019), the volume of advertisements increased from
the year before the Super Bowl while in Minneapolis, MN (2018) and Miami, FL (2020), ad volume decreased.
However, the year following the Super Bowl Minneapolis saw a 69.5% increase in the number of ads posted.
The ad volume in Houston, TX appears to steadily decline the years before, during, and after the Super Bowl
despite being one of the highest volume trafficking areas in the United States.

When Collective Liberty provided intel support for the Super Bowl in Tampa, FL in 2021, there were many
trafficking networks from the Florida area, as well as some from the Southern and Pacific Northwestern
parts of the United States. This year in 2022, the intel support has yielded fewer out of state trafficking
networks and more that operate in the host city year round.



75 buyers and pimps arrested in the two weeks leading up to the Super Bowl - 3 faced trafficking charges.
5 adult and 1 minor victim recovered

Ads posted for commercial sex in Tampa in Jan/Feb increased by 13% from the year before the Super
Bowl and increased by 4% the year after.
Despite pandemic restrictions of limited stadium capacity and fewer, smaller, and virtual events that
limited the overall economic impact, at least eight employers sought to fill ~920 temporary positions
ahead of the Super Bowl.

2020 HOST: MIAMI, FLORIDA

20 trafficking victims were recovered in a joint
local/state/federal operation.

16 from other states or foreign countries
2 from Miami were minors

8 buyers and 34 accomplices / possible
traffickers were arrested on human trafficking-
related charges.
Ads posted for commercial sex  in Miami in
Jan/Feb decreased by 5% from the year before
the Super Bowl and increased by 20% the year
after.
Super Bowl generated more than usual at
$572mil and added ~4,597 temporary jobs. 

SO WHAT?

2019 HOST: ATLANTA, GEORGIA

2021 HOST: TAMPA, FLORIDA

169 federal arrests the week of Super Bowl.
26 sex traffickers
34 attempting to engage in sexual acts
with minors
9 children and 9 adult victims recovered
from sex trafficking 

Ads posted for commercial sex  in Atlanta in
Jan/Feb increased by 90% from the year before
the Super Bowl and decreased by 21% the year
after.
No data on temporary jobs were identified,
with emphasis instead on volunteer workers.

Expected to generate between $234 million and $477 million and
2200 to 4700 new jobs in the Los Angeles, CA region.

More than half of these jobs are in five industries: transient and
ground passenger transportation; hotels and motels; personal care
services; full-service restaurants; and limited service restaurants.

Ads posted for commercial sex  in Los Angeles Jan 1 - Feb 9
increased roughly 3% each year from 2020, 2021, to this year of
Super Bowl LVI in 2022.

While there are some common factors shared across every Super Bowl event,
the details of the local labor market and sex trade, the culture of local enforcement against

sex trafficking, prostitution, and labor abuses, and even external forces like the pandemic all
present variables in analyzing a major event's impact on human trafficking in the host city.

 
In oder to confidently say the Super Bowl does or does not impact trafficking in the host city,

the anti-trafficking community must focus on data collection efforts that will help us fully
understand the scope of the problem both nationally and hyper-locally.

2022 SUPERBOWL
LVI: WHAT WE
KNOW SO FAR

https://apnews.com/press-release/pr-newswire/coronavirus-pandemic-nfl-sports-health-business-e796fe1e80f467df89a6b31a14e2a999

